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Business Buyer Directory, LLC refers established companies for sale with > $1MM EBITDA, all industries, for a nominal, 1% buyer paid, “success only” referral fee, paid only if 

purchased.  There is no cost or obligation to pursue this company for sale.  

================================================================================ 
FULL SERVICES: ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS 

 

California  
2022 Est. Revenue:  $16,100,000  
2022 Est. EBITDA:  $2,549,000 

 

Company is one of the leading alternative energy system providers in its region, specializing in various alternative 
energy systems such as solar PV, energy storage, and backup power solutions for the agricultural sectors, 

commercial, industrial, as well as homeowners.  
 

Company designs, builds, and installs custom systems that deliver the cleanest, most cost-efficient energy for 
customers’ long-term facility needs. It incorporates the best-use photovoltaic products, inverters, and components 

based on the facility’s location, climate, structural features, and electrical load.  
Company provides all-inclusive services from site assessment, engineering, and grid interconnection, to financing, 

installation, and asset management. Post installation, the Company provides 24/7 monitoring and maintenance 
services to ensure its customers’ systems operate at maximum efficiency and production. 

 

INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
Management Continuity: The ownership team is young (in their 40’s) and is interested and willing to remain with 
the Company to facilitate an orderly transition to new ownership and, as appropriate, assist in achieving long-term 

strategic growth objectives.  
 

Rapidly Expanding Service Division: A new service offering, started in 2021, monitors customer performance, 
generating ongoing revenue from installations.  

 
Diverse Client Base: The Company has a strong presence and name recognition in the agricultural market. It 
also serves commercial, industrial, residential, non-profit, and municipal customers. The Company helps clients 

take advantage of federal, investment, and property tax credits and exemptions as they transition to clean energy.  
 

High Caliber and Tenured Staff: The Company fosters a workplace in which its extremely experienced and 
talented technicians and office personnel thrive and grow, and therefore remain long term.  

 

Strong Sales Growth and Backlog: Sales have grown from $4.6 million in 2019 to $13.1 million in 2021, 
representing a compound annual growth rate of 68.3%. The Company has developed a strong backlog in excess 

of $7.4 million (and growing) of projects expected to be completed in the near future.  
 

Attractive Geographic Market: California has the largest solar market in the U.S. and has been a longtime 
champion of solar because of the many economic and environmental benefits it provides, including billions in local 
investment. Solar supplies more than 20% of California’s electricity today, but it must play a bigger role if the state 

is to reach their mandated climate and energy goals.  
 

This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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